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Baja Beach Fest is already 
sold out for one of its two 
weekends in Rosarito this 
year. In 2019, more than 
30,000 people assisted the 
popular event.
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Mexico’s Elections Show 
a Divided Country

BY DAVID FLORES
As in many democratic 

countries around the world, 
Mexico is divided between left 
and right ideologies. With 10 
political parties contending, 
some in alliances with others, 
Sunday’s elections were the 
largest in history, and so was the 
attendance of people exercising 
their right to vote. Out of 15 
state governorships that were 
being contested, the left-wing 

MORENA party won 10 show-
ing that President AMLO’s pop-
ulists' decisions are working. 
On the other hand, MORENA 
lost nearly 50 seats in the lower 
chamber of congress, losing 
also its majority, showing that 
people want to prevent AMLO’s 
from continuing to make risky 
Constitutional changes that are 
reversing Mexico’s economic 
progress. ,

The USA has already an-
nounced that the border closure 

Border Closed Until 70% 
of Baja is Inoculated

will be extended at least until 
July 21st, and state health de-

partment chief Oscar Perez has 
stated that the US is requiring 
at least a 70% inoculation of the 
population for the border to be 
reopen.

Reaching this goal was one 
of the reasons why the US do-
nated 1.3 million Johnson & 
Johnson vaccines to Baja Cali-
fornia. At press time, Baja had 
already inoculated 25% of its 
population with complete dos-
es, being the first state in all of 
Mexico to reach that milestone.

Perez also said that the only 
city that is lagging on its vac-
cination numbers is Mexicali, 
something that could be attrib-
uted to the high temperatures 
that they have been experienc-
ing these past few weeks, which 
have caused vaccination points 
to move their schedules to the 
nights. ,
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Visit our showroom in Transpeninsular Highway #669 Colonia 
Echeverria, Rosarito. Across from Pabellon Mall, between La 
Maroma bar and the hardware store, old Tooginos pizza location

www.magicspasandpatio.com
Ph. 661 104 08 67

Finally in Baja: Spas, Patio Furniture & Saunas
Where Relaxation And 
Quality Cometogether

EARLY BUY SPA PROGRAMEARLY BUY SPA PROGRAM

RELAX RELAX 
ININ
YOURYOUR
OWN OWN 
SAUNASAUNA
Starting from $2,295

Because of COVID-19 Spa demand has exploded worldwide and it is 
now at a record 46-week delivery time. That's almost a year wait!
Magic Spa's & Patio has acquired inventory months ahead and will 
have spa's ready to deliver as soon as May! Don't miss your chance.

ORDER YOURS TODAY!! THESE WILL NOT LASTORDER YOURS TODAY!! THESE WILL NOT LAST

Vanto Torino Marino

Imperial Beach & Ensena-
da strengthen ties. In order to 
reinforce binational exchange 
in matters of commerce, cul-
ture, environmental care and 
others, Ensenada mayor Ar-
mando Ayala held a work 
meeting with Serge Dedina, 
mayor of Imperial Beach, Cali-
fornia.

Ayala emphasized that even 
though the US border is closed 
for Mexicans due to the CO-
VID-19 contingency, friend-
ship and fraternal relations are 
still being cultivated between 
Ensenada and Californian cit-
ies because their population 
keeps choosing Ensenada as 
one of their favorite tourist 

destinations.
"In past days, chancellor 

Marcelo Ebrard announced 
that he is working with the US 
government in order to open 
the border as soon as pos-
sible, which brings hope and 
joy to our people as this will 
allow to restart the exchange 
between our communities", 
stated mayor Ayala.

Governor to protect the 
wine valley. Governor Jaime 
Bonilla presented five new 
law initiatives in our state 
congress, which are all focused 
on protecting the disorderly 
growth on the Guadalupe Val-
ley. The new laws will start by 
prohibiting the development 

of more residential areas, res-
taurants, bars or hotels in the 
area until a strategic plan for 

the Guadalupe Valley is made.
Another regulation pro-

posed was that any irregular 
development in the area would 
be considered as fraud and 
prosecuted by authorities.

Bonilla also proposed for 
all three delegations that are 
part of the Guadalupe Valley 
(Francisco Zarco, San Antonio 
de las Minas and El Porvenir) 
to be merged into one in order 
to more easily implement and 

supervise actions in the area.
“It’s an effort to control 

and order without inhibiting 
growth in the wine valley, the 
most important tourist area 
of Baja California”, stated the 
Governor.

Baja will be 100% energy 
independent. The new solar 
plant project in Mexicali will 
be able to generate enough 
energy to accomplish the in-
dependence of Baja California 
from the national grid, stated 
Governor Bonilla when the 
project was being presented.

The 1,359 acres project will 
also help maintain a more con-
sistent supply of water in the 
coastal cities of Baja, as most 
of this water must be pumped 
from the Colorado River in 
Mexicali, and those pumps 
are at the moment one of the 
major consumers of electricity 
in all of Baja since they have to 
be working 24 hours, 7 days a 
week.

The surplus energy gener-
ated will be sold to the USA 
and the revenue will be used 
to subsidize electricity for the 
most vulnerable part of the 
population.

National Lotto to give away 
lots in La Salina. President of 

Mexico , Andres Manuel Lopez 
Obrador better known by his 
initials AMLO, announced 
recently that this coming Sep-
tember 15 the National Lot-
tery (a government entity) 
will give away confiscated real 
estate, money and box seats 
in the most iconic stadium in 
Mexico, the Azteca.

5 of these properties are 
ocean view lots in Puerto 
Salina, with values ranging 
from 50,000 to 150,000 USD, 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Chamberlain 1/2 horse power
Garage door opener with 1 remote 
Safety sensors, Wall control 
Chain drive / 7 feet
1 year warranty
$290 dollars Installed
(garage door sold separately)*

Clopay Garage Door 
Model T-50S 
Colors White or Almond 
16x7 ft (two car garage) 
$790 dollars installed* 

Early Summer Sale!Early Summer Sale!

*Location must be ready for garage door and motor installation.
Service area covers Tijuana to Primo Tapia. Extra $50 USD fee for 
southernmost locations.

GaraGe DoorsGaraGe Doors
Puertas automaticas Del Pacifico

Ph. (664) 686 2550 • US (619) 710 9929
puertaspacifico_tj@hotmail.com

A Day in Rosarito
Or what’s like to live here being a Gringo

BY BRADLEY FALKNER

"Woke up, fell out of bed. 
Dragged a comb across my 
head. Found my way down-
stairs and drank a cup. And 
looking up, I noticed I was late. 
Found my coat and grabbed 
my hat. Made the bus in sec-
onds flat." Living here in San 

Jose del Cabo without a car and 
being a late riser, I can relate 
to these Lennon/McCartney 
lyrics.

I had planned on shipping 
my car from the U.S. to Cabo, 
but it died on me a week be-
fore that plan was to set sail. It 
turned out to be a blessing in 
disguise, as I got some money 
from selling the car back to 

the dealer, but that's not all. 
After calculating all of the 
expenses of having a new car 
down here I discovered that 
walking, taking the bus, and 
Ubering would be much more 
cost-efficient. Moreover, I've 
met more people by walking 

around my barrio than I would 
have by jumping in my car 
every time I needed to go out.  

I live in Rosarito, which 
could best be described as a 
sleepy town 30 to 45 minutes 
from Cabo San Lucas, the rol-
licking main tourist destina-
tion. Rosarito is a 15-minute 
walk from downtown San Jose 
which comes to life every night 

due to the plethora of bars 
and restaurants.  Thursdays 
are especially busy with the 
Art Walk, when artists from 
around the globe showcase and 
sell their works.

Perhaps the greatest as-
set of Rosarito and source of 
motivation for me to get out 
and stroll the streets, is that I 
can spend the entire day here 
with my makeshift Spanish. 
Another thing I really dig is 
the garbage collectors here. 
They show up every Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday which 
is a big bonus when you don't 
have a garbage disposal. (And 
trust me, they are more than 
happy to accept an ice-cold 
Tecate for their efforts.)  

Who let the dogs out? The 
cacophony of dogs barking 
through the day and night 
requires earplugs for sleep-
ing. That said, oddly there are 
some nights I never hear them. 
Most of the dogs in my hood 
are behind gates and are of 
no threat. The ones that roam 
the streets are generally not a 
problem. My only frightening 
run-in occurred when one of 
the stray dogs charged after me 
at dusk. Thankfully he was a 
fan of beef empanadas and for 
a mere 20 pesos, my problem 
was solved. ,

there will be another 8 houses 
in Mexico City, 2 in Jalisco, 
another one in Queretaro, 
Sinaloa and two more in Guer-
rero. The first prize will be a 
house in Mexico City valued 
at 4 million USD.

2 million raffle tickets will 
be issued with a cost of 250 
pesos each. This will be the first 
time that the national lottery 
mixes cash prizes with real es-
tate. President AMLO says that 
all proceeds will be used to buy 
vaccines for Mexico and to give 
scholarship to those in need.

Massive concerts starting. 
A few days after the announce-
ment that Baja had turned 
green on its epidemiologic 
stoplight, two massive concerts 
were announced.

QUE PASA IN BAJA?...

continued from page 2

One of these events was 
the urban Latin music super 
concert “Baja Beach Fest”, 
which brought more than 
30,000 persons to the shores 

of Rosarito in 2019.
This year, the event will 

be divided in two different 
weekends August 13 – 15, and 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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Amazon Ranked #1 New Release!
A Unique Travel Adventure
Journey into the heart of Baja. Meet people and places you know and 
want to know from Tijuana to Loreto. 
A true adventure story begins on the open road south to the Sea of 
Cortez where pirates still roam. 

Order Now on Amazon! 

Facebook The Baja StoryTeller

Storage space starting 
from $85 monthly

Free Some Free Some Space @ Home!!Space @ Home!!

KM 40.5 Free Road in Rosarito
Ph. (661) 614 1642 • US. (619) 797 8097
bajastorage@hotmail.com
www.bajapublicstorage.com

Now offering moving services!

Office Hours: 9am-5pm • Closed Wednesday
Gate Hours 8am-6pm Everyday

“Tender, nuanced, love-
ly,…”

These are the kinds of 
descriptions the professional 
critics use to describe Minari. 
The positive critical buzz 
propelled this movie to an 
impressive showing at the Os-

cars with six nominations, in-
cluding Best Picture and four 
nominations in the major 
categories of acting, direct-
ing and writing. Clearly, the 
movie industry is impressed 
with this film.

But audience reaction is 
much more restrained, with 

an IMDB audience rating just 
barely above average, ranking 
the movie in 16th place (out 
of 41). This is one of those 
movies that asks questions 
of a reviewer like - What is 
the relationship between the 
technical quality of a movie 

and its ability to move an 
audience? If a movie is really 
a superior work of craftsman-
ship, why doesn’t the viewing 
public react more positively? 
Is it a sort of elitism to argue 
that the movie-going public 
just doesn’t get what a nearly 
perfect movie should look 

like?
Now don’t get me wrong. 

Just because  Avengers: End-
game  earned billions of dol-
lars does not mean that it is 
the best movie ever made. I 
get that popular culture and 
high art are not the same 
thing. But I’m not sure that 
is what we are talking about 
here. Not everyone is going 
to watch  Minari  in the first 
place. It isn’t advertised as an 
action-packed blockbuster, 
so it is safe to assume that 
people have to actually seek 
out this movie to watch it. 
So, I believe, it is accurate to 
state that a substantial num-
ber of people who are actually 
interested in seeking out this 
movie did not find it nearly 
as impressive as the profes-
sional critics and the movie 
industry.

Before I continue down 
this path, let me back up and 
talk about Minari as a movie. 
It springs from the mind of 
a single-person writer and 
director Lee Isaac Chung. His 
vision for the movie is highly 
personal. As in the movie, he 

grew up on an Arkansan farm. 
Different from the movie, he 
left the farm, went to Yale to 
study ecology, but dropped 
out in his senior year to make 
movies. His first film,  Mu-
nyurangabo, premiered at 
Cannes to critical acclaim. 
Chung had been wanting to 
write a movie about his life 
for a while and finally did 
following the advice of Willa 
Cather to ‘cease to admire and 
begin to remember. Perhaps 
some of the film’s intensity is 
due to his self-reflection.

Clearly, Chung is bringing 
heavy Korean sensibilities to 
his film. And those sensibili-
ties are implemented by the 
strong Korean actors he has 
cast. Steven Yeun made his 
name originally in the Walk-
ing Dead TV series but has 

recently found critical success 
in Korean films such as Bong 
Joon Ho’s  Okja. In  Minari, 
Yeun portrays Jacob, a Korean 
immigrant who is trying his 
best to resolve differences be-
tween his Korean background 
and his American dream of 
achieving independent suc-
cess. He delivers a compel-
ling performance that mixes 
discipline with feelings for his 
family. His work here earned 
him an Oscar nomination for 
Leading Actor. Yeri Han, an 
unknown to me, is Monica, 
Jacob’s wife. I enjoyed her 
performance showing a mix 
of feelings contrasting loy-
alty to her husband with 
uncertainty as she questions 
whether his choices are really 
in the family’s best interests. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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AskAsk a  a MexicanMexican

Mario Hernández, 
77, retired.  I think we 

had a very bad election. No 
one really voted for someone 
we liked. We just went for the 
lesser of two evils, even know-
ing it was still a bad choice. 
I am tired of being let down 
by the politicians and their 
empty promises. I made the 
mistake of believing and vot-
ing for our current president 
and I regret it so much now. 
He has taken so much from 
our country and he said he 
would take care of my age 
group and my social class 
first. Three years from now 
I think we will have very sad 
candidates too, who will need 
to right the wrongs this man 
has done. 

• Wooden Horizontal
• Duo Shades
• Roman Shades
• Motorized Systems

We are manufacturers of Shutters & Rollers

32 yrs Exp. - FREE Estimates

www.floorblinds.com

20% OFF in roller shades screen
Valid thru June 2021

Rosarito
661-100-2186

Tijuana
664-686-3672

Ensenada
646-977-8067

• Laminated Flooring
• Wallpaper
• Carpet

How do you feel about Mexican politics 
regarding these last elections. Are you 

happy with the outcome? Did you analyze 
the proposals? What do you think will 

happen three years from now when 
we need to elect a president?

Jesus Sobrino, 22, stu-
dent. I think we waste so much 
money in elections; all the ma-
terials in the campaigns, the 
tarps, the pamphlets, shirts, 
shoes … the list is infinite. 
Not only does that come from 
tax payer’s money, but it’s also 
money that could go towards 
more useful things and there 
are way too many political 
parties now. We are not in a 
position to splurge funds in 
such a manner when, at the 
end of the day, all candidates 
and parties are the same and 
they all do a lousy job anyway. 
I think three years from now 
things will reach new levels 
of ridiculousness and we will 
keep being a poor country. 

Jessica Moran, 32, chil-
dren’s entertainer. I think we 
are seeing more participation 
by women as candidates and 
that makes me very proud. I 
am not a feminist as I don’t like 
how they express themselves, 
but I believe it is important to 
have a woman’s perspective in 
the decisions that are being 
made for our country. I tried 
to vote for as many women 
as I could and studied their 
proposals as much as I could. 
I did also consider the “useful 
vote” but at the end of the day, 
we shouldn’t vote like that. We 
need to vote with assurance 
and be confident. We need to 
demand as a society that our 
needs are met and the prom-
ises are kept. 

Alvaro Espinosa, 41, wait-
er. These elections were a joke, 
just like all the others. I didn’t 
even try to look at the propos-
als; I know they are all lies. I 
think we need to wake up as a 
society and realize that we are 

a country with so much poten-
tial but are always under idiots 
for rule. Three years from now 
we will have a president who 
is already picked by the main 
people who run politics here, 
so why bother anyway. 

Rogelio Saez, 31, produce 
distributor. I don’t consider 
myself exactly politically sav-
vy and I know it’s wrong, but 
the more I learn, the more 
confused I am. I am not happy 
with the outcome, but who 
really is? We have a bunch of 
political parties that are only 
alive to suck money out of 
people’s pockets. The middle 
class is disappearing and more 
families are considered poor. 
Everything is more expensive 
and we can’t keep up because 
jobs are still paid very low. I 

hope three years from now 
we get a president with a brain 
and we can at least try to be-
come a less poor country. 

Paloma Cabanillas, 29, 
seamstress.  I think it’s time 
we trust our country and its 
people and we stop complain-
ing and start acting. The elec-
tions came out the way they 
had to. There’s nothing to do 
about it. We have the power 
we deserve, and we need to do 
our part. We all complain that 
we are poor but keep spending 
money where we don’t need to. 
We all talk about how corrupt 
the governors are but we also 
give “mordida” or skip the line 
at stores. I think three years 
from now, we will go through 
a hard election and things will 
be crazy. ,

Advertise with us!
Starting at just $36USD per issue

And help support the local company that brings you the 
most read English language newspaper in Baja.

With more than 12,000 readers each issue, and more 
than 2,000 users online every two weeks, the Gringo 
Gazette North makes sense as a powerful marketing 

partner for your business.
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LET US HELP WITH CLEANING!LET US HELP WITH CLEANING!
No Soap / Residue FREE. Dries in 2-4 Hours NOT DAYS!
Carpets stay clean longer. We do Persian and Wool area rugs

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANING WITH THE DRY

ULTRA
M E T H O D

Call Patti @ (661) 850 8935
and (661)614-0526

15 years in Rosarito
Work Guaranteed • Free Quotes

Get rid of all those germs hiding in your carpets!
We use gloves and mouth covers to clean your carpets & upholstery and won't leave any germs behind.

Submit it and Pay it Online
Go to: http://www.ggnorth.com/classified
Phone It or Text It In You can call or text us at:  
Mex Cell (646) 179 4599 or US (323) 952-4925.
 

Mail It In You can mail it along with your check to:
Gringo Gazette North, P.O. BOX 1700, Chula Vista, CA, 91912-1700

Email It In You can email it to classifieds@ggnorth.com
How easy are those choices? Hint: Very easy.
Cost is only 80 cents a word, and that includes posting your ad in our online 
version as well as the printed edition. We do take credit cards and paypal also.

Classiffied AdsClassiffied Ads
Easy Sign UpEasy Sign Up

 NEXT DEADLINE IS THURSDAY, JULY 1ST 2021

FOR SALE BRAND NEW HOME IN LOMAS DEL 
CORONADO, 1 BD, 1 BTH, kitchen and secure two-car 
parking spaces. Guaranteed unobstructed ocean views. Call 
to see property (562) 760-6410.

SAFE MOTORHOME AND TRAILER STORAGE IN 
ENSENADA. Gated easy access. Only a few spots left email 
dave dkamena@hotmail.com

FOR SALE 30 FO OT C OACHMAN MIR ADA 
MOTORHOME Queen bed, sleeps 6, 36,000 miles, gas, 3 
tvs, A/C, with saturn car for towing. Best offer. 646 1319128

FOR SALE or RENT BY OWNER:   Ocean view spacious, 
4 bedroom,   2 bath, House in Ensenada.   $155,000 USD.   
Rent: $1,200 USD details/photos pb4news@yahoo.com or 
call 646 248 1475

RESTAURANT & CANTINA

FRESH SEA FOOD

KM. 52
OLD ROAD TO ENS

PH. (661) 688-0947

OPEN MON - THU 
11AM - 10PM

FRI-SUN
8AM - 10PM

Live the Splash Experience!

Ensenada AirBnB - Valle Dorado

Enjoy its comfortable spaces and the 
newly renovated kitchen that allows for 
a great time with your companion. The 
house has 2 spacious bedrooms that can 
sleep 2 persons each, and an open home 
office space that can sleep an extra guest 
in an Ottoman sofa bed. A one-car small 
garage will keep your vehicle safe during 
your stay.

http://bit.ly/casapurplehttp://bit.ly/casapurple

A Tale Of Two 
Healthcare Systems
How treatment in Mexico compares to the U.S.

BY CHUCK BOLOTIN
One of the most impor-

tant things people consider 
when thinking about mov-
ing abroad is “How is the 
healthcare?”there are hun-
dreds of answers from other 
expats to be found on the 

web, there is nothing like 
experiencing it yourself. Let 
me tell you my story.

When I was living in Ari-
zona, I injured myself playing 
basketball and had significant 
pain in the middle of my right 
calf. It didn’t get any better 
over the next few days, and 

had also swollen quite no-
ticeably. I didn’t want to go 
to the doctor because I didn’t 
want to use one of the measly 
two visits per year my health 
insurance covers, with me 
paying a $45 USD co-pay. 

Going now meant that, at later 
visits, I would have to pay for 
everything myself, and doctor 
visits were well over a $100 
each.

Long story short, even 
though I paid for health insur-
ance, the healthcare I received 
in the U.S. was expensive 

enough that I didn’t go to the 
doctor until I was told by my 
dentist (who noticed my leg 
during a visit) that I could 
have a life-threatening blood 
clot. And then when I did see 
my doctor, I was misdiag-
nosed, then re-diagnosed and 
told I could get treatment for 
several thousands of dollars 
more, or just live with it. Even 
without doing any physical 
therapy, I paid over $1,000 
out of my own pocket for 
my doctor’s visits because I 
hadn’t even come close to my 
$10,000 insurance deductible.

Fast forward to our trip 
through Mexico, where we 
wound up in the Ajijic area 
south of Guadalajara. I no-
ticed that a pain I’d get from 
time to time in the back of my 
left shoulder had gotten bad 
enough that it was impacting 
my day to day life. A friend 
recommended a physical 
therapy clinic in downtown 
Ajijic and I waltzed in with-
out an appointment and was 
told to come back in an hour.

My therapist, Dr. Johna-
than Cosio, spent almost an 
hour and a half exploring the 
problem. Testing a theory, he 
asked me to turn over on my 
back, then placed his hand 
on my diaphragm and asked 
if it hurt behind my shoulder 
when he pressed down. It 
did. This led him to believe 
that my problem had nothing 
to do with my shoulder and 
everything to do with the ribs 
on my right side not opening 
sufficiently to let in enough 
air, so the left side was over-
worked and in pain as a result.

In the 30-plus years that 
I’d had this occasional pain, 
which was looked at by vari-

ous doctors and chiropractors, 
no one had noticed this. Dr. 
Cosio had potentially diag-
nosed a problem all these U.S. 
healthcare aces had missed. 
I paid him less than $25 for 
the session, and immediately 

scheduled another session, 
why not go in more often?

After a week or so, the 
pain was only marginally 
better, so Dr. Cosio sug-
gested I see a medical doc-
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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FINE DINING 1:00PM - 10:00PM. Tuesdays Closed
KM 31.5 Cuenca Diaz Popotla Blvd., Rosarito
Follow us on Facebook: The Original Giorgio's Restaurant

15%OFF
With this coupon. 
Valid until July 2021.

Original

QUE PASA IN BAJA?...

continued from page 3

August 20 – 22, weekend one is 
already sold out and weekend 
2 has only a few tickets left in 
the general admissions area.

Tijuana economy recov-
ering faster due to border 
closure. In a recent press con-
ference, Jorge Macias, head of 
the chamber of commerce of 
Tijuana, declared that Tijuana 
has actually benefited from the 
border closure as most locals 
are now spending the money 
that they used to spend in the 
USA, locally.

“We had estimated that 
we were losing about 6 billion 
USD every year to commerce’s 
in the USA, of course not all of 
those dollars stays here but we 
can conservatively say that at 
least 2 billion of that consump-
tion is staying in Tijuana now”, 
stated Macias.

He also said that San Ysidro 
has been suffering tremen-
dously because of the lack of 
Mexicans buying in the border, 
causing the closure of many 
stores that were practically tai-
lored for the Mexican market.

“Not only the commerce 
sector has benefited from the 
closure, also the real estate 
sector has benefited from it as 

we have seen a rise in property 
sales during the pandemic, 
which has a double benefit 
because the sale benefits our 
area but also the people that 
come live here who now spend 
in the area”. ,

MICHAEL MOVIE MOMENTS...
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David and Anne are the two 
children and David, at least, 
has some very interesting in-
teractions with his grandma 
which are important in un-
derstanding the intercultural 
dynamics as they operate on 
family life. Yuh-Jung Youn 
won the Oscar for Support-
ing Actress for her perfor-
mance as the grandmother. 
She delivers a mix of humor 
and tragedy as she brings old 
Korean wisdom to the new 
American scene.

The other academy nomi-
nation was for the score and I 
certainly agree with this one. 
With music largely composed 
by Emile Mosseri with song 
contributions by Yeri Han 
(Monica), the soundtrack is 
nearly perfect. In a mix of 
orchestral and electronic mu-
sic, Mosseri captures Korean 
themes in a modern style. The 
two songs (“Rain Song” and 

“Wind Song”) where Yeri Han 
contributed are just beautiful 
embodiments of their title 
subjects. You might want 
to download this score. It is 
beautifully subtle.

And there we are back 
to that word ‘subtle’, which 
somehow just perfectly de-
scribes this movie. Reread the 
review snippets I quoted at 
the beginning of this review. 
Subtle, tender, nuanced -- 
that’s what this movie really is 

all about. There is nothing in 
your face about Minari -- no 
jolts, no real surprises, noth-
ing jarring. There are a couple 
of unanticipated events that 
stir things up towards the 
end of the movie, but there 
is nothing here that will un-
settle you.

But at the core, this raises 
the question of what exactly 

should we expect from a 
movie? I remember years ago 
arguing that a work of art 
need not be “beautiful” in or-
der to be “good”. I argued that 
the true function of art was to 
arouse emotion and/or stimu-
late ideas and that the value of 
a work of art was in how suc-
cessful it accomplished that. 
So, for example, a horror flick 
might be considered terrifi-
cally good if it succeeded in 
leaving the viewer with total 

disgust. There doesn’t need to 
be anything “beautiful” about 
watching blood pour or guts 
spill, but if the intent of the 
film was to arouse disgust, 
then it is a “good” work of art 
to the extent that it does that.

So what, exactly, does Mi-
nari  leave us with? Are we 
stimulated to action? Are we 
driven to intense sadness? Do 

we revel in feelings of suc-
cess? Unfortunately, I can’t 
find the feeling in this movie. 
It is considered a ‘drama’, but 
I didn’t cry anywhere during 
the film (and, ask my wife, I 
cry at a lot of movies!) I didn’t 
leave the film energized to do 
battle with political conserva-
tives (the Arkansans in this 
film might be a little biased, 
but they never actually DO 
anything bad). I might have 
some vague sense of appre-

ciation for what it is like to 
come to America and try to 
actually live the American 
dream. (But I will leave it to 
the viewer to determine how 
successful the film is in creat-
ing that feeling.)

In the end, I  f inished 
the movie and felt a certain 
calm. I think you appreciate 
this movie much like you 
might enjoy fine French wine. 
French wines are frequently 
described with words like 
‘balanced’, ‘tender’, ‘nuanced’, 
and ‘subtle’ - just like this 
movie. And one doesn’t usu-
ally drink French wines by 
themselves. They go beauti-
fully with food, drawing out 
flavors that you wouldn’t get 
otherwise. Drinking a French 
wine by itself isn’t really a 
terrific experience, unlike a 
robust Napa Valley Cabernet 
or a lush Williamette Valley 
Pinot Noir.

Technically this movie is 
just fine. But unlike a French 
wine, what are you supposed 
to pair this movie with so you 
can draw out all its subtleties? 
As a famous commercial asks, 
“Where’s the beef?” I can only 
summon up 3.5 stars. (But 
enjoy the music!). ,
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tor. A hundred yards down 
the street from the physical 
therapy office was the office 
of Dr. Leon, who is famous 
among local expats. I walked 
in without an appointment, 
so Dr. Leon could not see me 
right away but his colleague, 
Dr. Jessica, could see me later 
that day.

During our appointment, 
which was almost an hour and 

A TALE OF TWO HEALTHCARE...
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a half long, Dr. Quintanilla 
asked me a bunch of questions 
about my general health and 
health history. She called and 
spoke with Dr. Cosio, exam-
ined me and confirmed that I 
wasn’t getting enough air in 
my right lung.

Being a very thorough 

doctor, she wanted to elimi-
nate all potential issues and 
wanted an MRI of the en-
tire area. However, the MRI 
would have to be done in 
Guadalajara, about an hour 
away by car. I could either 
drive there myself, or she 
could have a driver take us 
there and back for about $30.

Only $30 to have some-
one take me an hour, wait, 
and then take us home? $30 
would hardly cover gas for 
the car and parking in an L.A. 
medical facility! After some 
discussion, we decided on 
a more immediate and less 
costly solution, which was to 
take x-rays at a facility about 
10 minutes away. For imme-

diate relief, Dr. Quintanilla 
gave me some free samples 
to reduce pain in my nerves 
and an injection that reduced 
inflammation.

The cost for the examina-
tion was about US $15, plus 
another $5 for each injection. 
Dr. Quintanilla said if we felt 
the injections were too expen-
sive at her office, she would 

sell us the medicine and we 
could have someone else do 
it. For $5 each, I figured I’d 
have a doctor do it.

That night was the first in 
quite a while in which I didn’t 
wake up in significant pain, 
and the next morning, most 
of the pain was gone. I came 
to the realization that while I 
denied or delayed help in the 
U.S. because of the cost, here 
in Mexico I could visit a doc-
tor and it would cost about as 
much as a good deli sandwich 
in the States. Attending to my 
health in Mexico would be 
changed and much improved, 
not only in cost but also in 
worry and catching issues 
earlier and treating them 
competently.

Chuck Bolotin is the own-
er of BestPlacesInTheWorld-
ToRetire.com, an online com-
munity dedicated to providing 
retirees credible information 
about moving and living over-
seas. ,


